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MARKETING PLANS:POSITIONING STATEMENT:
Far more than the usual coloring book, these bright, engaging activity books offer creative,
imaginative play for first-time artists. Extends the reach of the series first books--Animals
and Faces--with compositions and subject matter that are just a touch more intricate and
challenging.

KEYNOTE:
Draw and Learn: People helps emerging artists develop a gradual and natural grasp of
details, shapes, colors, scale and anatomy. At first, children might draw a person's body as
an undefined circle. In time, they will add details like feet, toes, fingers, and limbs. Color-
ful pages include white space for kids to fill in what's missing, or just to add color to rein-
force newly acquired skills.

KEY SELLING POINTS:
  ·  Travel fun: Sturdy construction, large pages, loads of fun drawing choices--just pack it
up and go! 
  ·  
  ·  An ideal "quiet time" activity: Breaks down the creative process in a way that really
pulls kids into the pages and offers them a sense of instant and growing accomplishment. 

  ·  Nifty extras: includes pages with vertical cuts for flip book-type fun!

  ·  Forges important connections: helps develop visual skills, self-expression, and confi-
dence. Elements of anatomy, an eye for detail and scale are all conveyed via kid-friendly
compositions and challenges (i.e. from merely coloring in a monster's legs to creating
clothes to wear to a party).

SERIES OVERVIEW:
My First Activity Book's DRAW AND COLOR and DRAW AND LEARN books were
created to offer imaginative, engaging play for first-time artists.
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DESCRIPTION -Story Locale: on the pages
Colorful pages include white space for kids to fill in what's missing, or just to add color to certain elements. 
In People, emerging artists will see a page that shows basic body parts, then pages where kids can fill in missing arms, legs, hands,
trunks, feet, etc. They can also add these things to a robot and a monster to further extend their facility and fun.

AUTHOR INFORMATION
Residence: South Orange, New Jersey
About the Author: 
Harriet Ziefert has written over 200 books and is
now a much better drawer than she used to be
before she and Ms. Roitman created the Color+Fun
books.

ILLUSTRATOR INFORMATION
Residence: New Jersey
About the Illustrator: 
Tanya Roitman earned an MFA from the Estonian
Academy of Arts and began her art career working
for the St. Petersburg Russian Circus.
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